
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND ICH: 
microeconomics for small 
villages and inner areas



?

Re-inhabiting mountain areas and starting from small communities: these are 
the challenges of two Italian villages, geographically and culturally distant, but 
united by the choice to focus on Intangible cultural heritage and participatory 

processes from bottom to combat depopulation and as a recipe for rebirth and 
collective economic growth.

Intangible Cultural Heritage, Museums and Participation
The force of small communities



OUR MAIN PLAYERS IN PARTICIPATION

WHERE WE ARE – STRONG SIMILIRATIES

THEORETICAL PRACTICES FOR PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATION TO VALORIZE THE ‘TERROIR’

ICH AS A LEVER TO DEVELOP COMMUNITIES?



Our main actors in the participation process

Local Stakeholders

Tourism

Communities Research

Collective Know-how

TraditionMuseums



The potential of interactions is strictly related to the virtuosity of 
an area

Tourism

Communities Research

Collective Know-how

TraditionMuseums

Local Stakeholders



Museum or not museum? An active and participatory place 
in the sustainable development of the 'terroir'
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Separated by 700km … but a lot in common

Autonomous Region

Alpine region

Cross-border culture

Cross border language 
(Patois)

Enogastronomic influences 
from neighboring regions

Many micro communities 
(74 villages)

Many typicity related to 
microclimate and 

communities

History starting with the 
Neolithic period

Autonomous region

1.500.000 people, 900.000 in 
small villages

Agropastoral traditional 
economics

High intraregional cultural and 
geographical diversity

Historical, archaeological and 
natural heritage 



The museums – part of the communities

An old rural house where all the spaces needed for survival 
are grouped under the same roof. The current shape is the 
result of an architectural evolution dating between 1683 and 
1856. The three floor of the museum were renewed back to 
their original functions. Inside the visitor can experience the 
food tradition of the XVII century and its relation with the 
present.

Ethnographic 
museum on food 
tradition

2015

Casa Lussu is an old courtyard house of mid 1800.
Emilio Lussu, notable personality of Italian anti-fascism, is 
internationally known for having written in 1937 Un anno 
sull’altipiano, a book on World War One.
The house today guest a b&b, a cultural association and an 
handweaving workshop.



The village and the community

INTROD Village

650 inhabitants
4 main ‘street’ (frazioni)
2 bar and 2 restaurant
1 church and 4 chapel
Touristical village (150 beds)

481 inhabitants
3 bar and 1 restaurant
2 churches 
4 b&b

ARMUNGIA Village
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Our main actors in the participation process

Local Stakeholders

Tourism

Communities Research

Local knowledge

TraditionMuseums



Active involvement in research is necessary because ICH is 
difficult to extract from ‘terroir’

Farmers, breeders, artisans ... Participate in a 
network called ‘Tascapan’ in which they are 
the main player of the transmission of the 
culture related to their products. We collect 
history, instruments and receipes.
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The village elders donated several pieces to 
the museums and their related stories.

Traditional handweaving on horizontal wooden 
looms is the core activity in relationship with 
ICH. Tommaso and Barbara learned this 
ancient handicraft from Barbara’s 
grandmother. Their handweaving workshop 
inside the ethnographic  museum,  
inaugurated in 2000 under a project of Cagliari 
University.

The museum was set up thanks to the 
donations of the inhabitants of the village.



The documentation process is still alive thanks to the 
stakeholders and the communities

An example
The museums is actually involved in 
the birth of an association dedicated to 
the research of the traditional 
costumes of Introd. The research pass 
through photos, documents, voices, 
search in the old house…
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The Aremusa and Casa Lussu cultural 
associations work to safeguard 
traditional weaving techniques and 
clothing
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The force of the promotion in the ICH details

Use a common portal to promote ICH and the museum 
togheter. The portal initially born to sell local produts via 
web.
Promotion is useful to:
- Transmit ICH

- Improve local economies
- Improve tourism
- Improve the involvement and the network
- investment on the future of traditional products
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Casa Lussu promotes ICH through workshops, 
courses, internships:
transmission of handweaving and others local 
knowledegs for improving and involving micro-
economies, sustainible tourism and networking



Many way to promote in a sustainable way
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Many way to promote in a sustainable way
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Enhancement – regional communities together 
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In October, every year, 50 municipalities in Aosta Valley and in the nearby 
regions (Italy and Swiss) turn on the ovens of the villages. The communities 
cook the rye black bread following the method of the past. The museums 
is the place where to understand the difference of breads.

Event
Local variety 

product demand
New 

stakeholders
Territorial landscape 

recovery

July every year there is the festival of "su pistoccu", a traditional double-
cooked bread used mainly in summer by shepherds. The festival, promoted 
by the Aremusa association, is an opportunity to rediscover the taste of the 
past and at the same time promote the economic activity of bread making



Living traditions improve transmission, mutually!
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Use folkloristic events to transmit ICH through emotions and 
participation. More than 140 volunteers work togheter not 
only in the event but also during the year to research the 
stories of the village and the places to discover and make 
available for the ‘Nuit des Temps’. During the event we want 
to rediscover the heritage and keep back living.

Since 2016, Casa Lussu promotes the "Festival of small 
villages", starting from idea that culture and ICH can resist 
against depopulation of inner areas and offer new 
opportunities: three days of meeting, debate, collective 
experiences and sociality.
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Little communities can improve ICH through tourism and 
traditions, with the aim of developing the territoriy
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Why should we work togheter 
to improve ICH? We have to 
work for the same objective 
always thinking about 
sustainability of our projects. 



Use ICH to produce Value

ICH €



Leverage on ICH to produce value in the territory and with the 
territory

ICH €

ICH improving

‘Terroir’

Involve 
community

Rethinking the sustainability of ICH through participation



MATHIEU CHAMPRÉTAVY

+39 340 2223123

mathieu@tascapan.com

TOMMASO LUSSU

+39 339 8141786

caffeadarmungia@gmail.com


